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South Africa - Weather

SOUTH AFRICA : Drier-than-normal weather will persist for much of South Africa through the end of 

next week. Periodic rainfall will still evolve in most locations, though resulting rainfall will be too light 

to significantly impact long-term soil conditions. The environment will remain generally favorable for 

aggressive growth outside the driest locations in western Free State and North West. • South Africa 

will generally be drier biased during the coming week o Periods of light and erratic rain will still occur, 

most notably next week o Portions of Eastern Cape and southern Natal will receive 0.50-3.00” of rain 

Eastern and central South Africa will see a mix of rain and sunshine January 21 – 27 o Western South 

Africa will have a few opportunities for light rain as well
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST : The Midwest will see a regular succession of disturbances will bring mostly light 

precipitation to the southwestern into the eastern Corn Belt while the northwestern Corn is disfavored 

for much of the precipitation. o A close watch will be made on a storm system affecting the region 

Wednesday into Thursday as there is some potential for significant snow with early indications 

suggesting eastern Nebraska to Wisconsin is favored for the greatest snow.

U.S. DELTA : The Delta and the Southeast will see a few more rounds of organized rain during the next 

two weeks with the rain not likely to be heavy enough to prevent improvements in flood conditions 

while rivers and streams should recede enough to reduce the risk of serious flooding from the next 

significant rain event.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL:  Paraguay and much of Brazil outside of some southern and northeastern areas will continue 

to see regular rounds of rain through the next two weeks keeping conditions for most developing 

crops favorable while slowing the harvest of early soybeans in Mato Grosso. o Crops in Rio Grande do 

fall to induce notable improvements in crop conditions, but rain is not likely to be heavy enough to 

maintaining improvements in crop and soil conditions that result from rain into Monday.

ARGENTINA : Recent and additional rain today will leave many areas from San Luis and Cordoba to 

northern Argentina with improved conditions for crop development, but with little follow-up rain 

through Thursday along with warm to hot temperatures starting this weekend the soil will quickly dry 

out again and stress to crops will rise. o Newly-planted crops may germinate, but conditions for 

establishment should be poor as the soil should dry out before root systems have time to develop. 

Today’s forecast is wetter for Jan. 20-22 and much of the country should receive rain that should 

induce improvements in conditions for crops that are still viable while the rain may come too late for 

some crops.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE : Rain fell frequently across western and northern parts of Europe Friday through Monday. Northern Portugal was wettest with 4.50 inches of rain resulting. Other rain totals of 1.00 to 2.00 inches occurred in 

northwestern France, western parts of the United Kingdom and in a part of southern Sweden. Moisture totals in most other areas were rarely more than 0.50 inch with a big part of central and southeastern Europe dry 

along with southern Italy and eastern Spain.

AUSTRALIA : The need for greater rainfall remains in Queensland and parts of New South Wales. Topsoil and subsoil moisture are lowest in Queensland and this is where the greatest need of more rain is. Some erratic 

showers and thunderstorms will occur in the first week of the outlook; however, a general soaking is not expected. Shower and thunderstorm activity in the second week of the outlook may be a little greater, but may not 

be enough to fully restore conditions to favorable levels in unirrigated areas of Queensland.
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